Supporting Partner Overview
World Justice Forum: Realizing Justice for All
The 2019 World Justice Forum will be convened on a theme of “Realizing Justice for All.” In line with the backdrop
of the 2019 UN High Level Political Forum focus on Sustainable Development Goal 16, this will be an important
year for advancing the rule of law and justice agenda, proving that societies can deliver justice for all, and setting in
motion global initiatives to do so. Taking advantage of this political moment requires a coordinated effort to develop
shared understanding of why the rule of law is important; examples of what works in delivering justice; platforms
for publicizing commitments to action; and methodologies for measuring progress. As a meeting place for
governmental and non-governmental actors, private sector leaders and the donor community, the Forum will
address the principal challenges to delivering justice and provide space for advancing concrete solutions.

What is a Supporting Partner?
Supporting Partners are organizations that commit to supporting the attendance of five or more persons associated
with their organization to attend the World Justice Forum. Supporting Partners are invited to bring delegations—
from regional or global networks and coalitions; civil society and intergovernmental organizations; government and
development agencies; foundations, thinktanks, industry associations, academic institutions, and other constituent
groups—to attend together the World Justice Forum in The Hague, April 29-May 2, 2019.

Why Should You Be a Supporting Partner?
Join us in broadening and strengthening the movement for the rule of law. Your voice is necessary to this
movement: your experience, your stories, and your participation at the Forum are all essential in amplifying our
collective voice at this critical moment for the rule of law and justice for all. Becoming a Supporting Partner visibly
adds your support and contributes to this collective stand for justice and the rule of law.
Supporting Partners bringing delegations of five or more persons will receive recognition for their institution in
digital and print conference materials; reduced group registration rates; reserved exhibitor space in the Expo; and
meeting facilities on-site at the World Forum Conference Center for public or private side events during the week.
As a Supporting Partner, your institution will enjoy enhanced exposure to new and diverse global audiences. In
addition, you will also gain from participation at a meaningful level as a group. Your delegates will benefit from
navigating the Forum experience together with their colleagues, exploring solutions to shared rule of law challenges
they can take back to their home communities. As a Supporting Partner, you are empowering and enabling
communities at the Forum and beyond in the collective stand for justice and the rule of law.

Learn More
To learn more about bringing your delegation to the World Justice Forum, go to worldjusticeproject.org/forum or
contact Killian Dorier at kdorier@worldjusticeproject.org.
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